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Alliance
The final report to the minister was due to
be presented on the 31st July 2013.
More than six years ago, a few local
conservation groups met with the notion
of improving the natural environment in
the Yarra Valley/Dandenongs area.
A portion of the Crown Land in the area
was either not managed or at least
received little attention.
Macclesfield Landcare, Meander, Emerald
Landcare and Friends of the Helmeted
Honeyeater formed the nucleus of a group
known as the Woori Yallock Creek Park
Alliance. The title came from the Woori
Yallock Creek being the catchment of the
area. The idea was to connect the reserves
of Crown Land ( e.g., Kurth Kiln,
Yellingbo, Sassafras Creek, Wright Forest
and Butterfield) with the unmanaged
Crown Land into one large park.
It was stated strongly by the Alliance that
there was no need to purchase land.

to the known
reserves which
provides a greater
area of habitat. As
the idea developed
more reserves were
added and more
conservation groups agreed with the
concept.
Approved
The plan was taken to the previous Labor
Government and was approved. With the
change to a Liberal Government the plan
received approval again. The plan by now
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was known as The State Emblems Park.
The Victorian Environmental Assessment
Council (VEAC) was asked by the State
Government to investigate the proposal
put forward by the Alliance. A draft
document was produced by VEAC earlier
this year and public meetings to discuss
the draft document were held throughout
the area. The Alliance suggested a few
alterations:
1. Parks Victoria should be the managing
authority.
2. Crown Land such as McCrae Creek,
Cockatoo Creek ( south of the Yellingbo
Nature Conservation Reserve) and Wright
Forest should be core element of the plan
i.e definite additions and not elements
that might be added in the future.
The Alliance awaits the fate of their
proposed alterations. At this stage the
final policy document is expected from the
State Government very soon.
Draft proposal
The Yellingbo Investigation Draft Propo-

Meet James Frazer
Hello Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater,
I have recently been appointed to the role
of Environmental Coordinator. As
Environmental Coordinator, I will be
responsible for managing the education
program and coordinate and manage
revegetation projects in consultation with
the FOHH Committee.
My background
I have an academic background in
vegetation ecology and conservation
biology, and a professional background in
conservation land management. Over the
years I've had the good fortune to have
worked and volunteered on a number of
threatened species recovery programs,
both here in Victoria, and in South
Australia, Queensland and New Zealand.

sals Paper was released in December
2012.
Although public submissions have now
closed, the document can still be viewed
on the VEAC website at
http://www.veac.vic.gov.au
The final report to the minister was due to
be presented on the 31st July 2013.
Stop Press
The final report about The State Emblems
Park has been delivered. In essence, the
Woori Yallock Creek Park Alliance notes
that the latest document is an
improvement. There is an opportunity for
local conservation groups to have
representation on the Coordinating
Committee, all areas included are either
‘Nature Conservation Reserves’ or ‘Natural
Features Reserves’ and are considered to
be core areas and finally, the new reserve
will come under the National Parks Act.
We now await for the report to become
State Government policy. Fingers crossed.
R.A.

Many of these
programs have
been initiated and
driven by
community-based
environmental
organisations
similar to the FOHH. These experiences
underscored in my mind that community
organisations cannot only drive huge
contributions to on-ground conservation
outcomes, but can also drive the policy
agenda and build effective constituencies
for the long-term security of conservation
programs.
Recent years
Over the last couple of years I've
volunteered regularly with Bruce Quin,
assisting with many aspects of field work,

predominantly associated with the Bunyip
State Park releases. The 2012 release
highlighted both the incredible dedication
of FOHH volunteers, and the great
challenges and uncertainties inherent in
recovery of this charismatic little bird.
Finally
I live in Tecoma in the Dandenong Ranges,

Two million trees
Our guest speaker for the AGM will be
Elisa Raulings who will be playing a key
role in our area in relation to the Two
Million Trees project. This project will
plant 1.5 million trees in parklands and
other public open space in metropolitan
Melbourne and half a million trees along
waterways in regional Victoria.
Elisa's topic for her guest address will be
'Pulling the Plug on Wetlands' and will
deal with the interaction between water
regimes, microtopography and plants.
Pollinating
Elisa Raulings did her undergraduate
honours degree and her PhD in botany,
focusing on triggerplants (Stylidium
species) and their relationship with
pollinators. Following her PhD she

Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve
41 Helmeted Honeyeaters have been
recorded at the reintroduction area at
Cockatoo Swamp in Yellingbo during
recent weeks. Currently, they are
including in their diet nectar from
blossom and invertebrates from leaves of
Swamp Gum trees, as well as supplementary food.
Limited surveying at the naturally occurring site at Cockatoo Swamp has recorded

with my partner and young son. yet to
develop my fondness for birdwatching to
obsessive levels - however I suspect some
of my family and friends would argue
otherwise!
I look forward to meeting and working
with you all, please don't hesitate to come
up and say 'hi'!
J.F.

worked at the
University of Natal
in South Africa on
the pollination of orchids by moths.
Returning to Melbourne she worked
briefly as a consultant before taking up a
research position at Monash University,
where she worked for 10 years on
wetlands, water regimes and plant
dispersal.
Greening Australia
Today Elisa works part time for Greening
Australia and Parks Victoria in the area of
restoring degraded landscapes. She
reminds us that, most importantly, she
has two beautiful small children that keep
her busy.
A.C.

10 individuals,
including an
individual
hatched at the
reintroduction
area during the
2011/2012
breeding
season. It is probable that this bird is a
female because the daughters typically
disperse from the natal colony while sons

remain close to where they hatched.
Macclesfield Creek
Flowing water returned to Macclesfield
Creek after it dried up during the last
summer. A few Helmeted Honeyeaters
were sighted at Macclesfield Creek during
the summer, including another
(presumed) female raised at the
reintroduction site. The early life history
of this bird is noteworthy because of it
being associated with the genetic
management of a pair comprising firstorder relatives breeding in the wild. The
wild pair’s eggs were substituted for two
captive-produced eggs during the
2010/2011 breeding season; the wild
female incubated the eggs from captivity
and one fledgling resulted – the bird now
at Macclesfield Creek. This bird and at
least three others were also recorded at
this site during June
(2013).
Spring release
A release of 13
captive-bred Helmeted Honeyeaters will
occur in Yellingbo at
a site away from the
current reintroduction area later in
spring 2013.
Zoos Victoria and the Helmeted
Honeyeater Recovery Team is undertaking
a project that aims to train captive-bred
Helmeted Honeyeaters to respond
appropriately to the presence of potential
predators and to the alarm call of wild
Helmeted Honeyeaters. Ultimately, the
project aims to increase survivorship of
captive-bred Helmeted Honeyeaters once
they have been released into the wild.
Dieback
Ongoing vegetation dieback in habitat
occupied by Helmeted Honeyeaters at
Cockatoo Swamp sites is a major concern.
Parks Victoria is working with Melbourne
Water staff, University of Melbourne

Geomorphologists, Dan Harley (Zoos
Victoria) and me investigating the
relationship between vegetation dieback
and water flow patterns (depth to ground
water; duration of flooding; interaction
between surface and ground water; water
quality). Such work will help managers
determine the water level requirements of
the Sedge-rich Mountain Swamp Gum
Swamp community.
Additionally, Melbourne Water staff plan
visits to owners whose properties abut
Macclesfield Creek, with information on
the condition of vegetation of that creek’s
floodplain within the Yellingbo reserve.
These visits aim to discourage the
extraction of water from Macclesfield
Creek for watering lawns and filling
ornamental dams etc, so that water flows
within the creek increase. It is worth
remembering that during the 15 year
drought that ended
in 2009, Macclesfield
Creek had no water
flow for weeks on end
during drier months
for eight consecutive
years and Helmeted
Honeyeaters became
extinct at this site
during that time.
There has been a
significant amount of
revegetation work during the past 12
months and this has targeted habitats on
the slope immediately adjacent to the
Cockatoo Swamp and also the Macclesfield Creek floodplain. The plantings adjacent to Cockatoo Swamp should avoid the
hydrological issues of the floodplain. However, with the knowledge that a big grant
for revegetation work within Yellingbo has
been gained by Parks Victoria, it is hoped
that Melbourne Water’s hydrological
modelling will identify the best sites for
planting within Cockatoo Swamp.
Bunyip State Park
The number of Helmeted Honeyeaters
confirmed as alive in Bunyip State Park

had dropped to four individuals by
February 2013. The four were
photographed by remote cameras at
Labertouche North. This result led to the
Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Team
making the decision to cease releases of
captive-bred birds into Bunyip for the
time being; supplementary feeding at
Tonimbuk, stopped in November 2012
after that site was abandoned by
Helmeted Honeyeaters, would not be
reinstated. Remote cameras will continue
to be used to monitor Helmeted
Honeyeaters visiting Tonimbuk and
Labertouche North sites. This work will be
conducted by volunteers Nick Bradsworth
and Briony Mitchell. A check of the
cameras in early and late June (2013)
revealed no photos of Helmeted
Honeyeaters. Huib Ottow’s monthly
surveys saw him search the
Gembrook/Tynong North release site in
late June (2013), but he did not find any
Helmeted Honeyeaters despite the
presence of flowering Hairpin Banksia.
Larger groups comprising volunteers and
agency staff will search for Helmeted
Honeyeaters twice a year; close to the
beginning of the breeding season and
post-breeding season.
Captive-bred
A review into outcomes of releases of
captive-bred birds will take place.
Additionally, the Helmeted Honeyeater
Recovery Team has commissioned a

It was 20 years ago today
When I first met Bruce Quin in March
1993 I was informed that he would be the
next field Ornithologist for the Helmeted
Honeyeater. Don Franklin had been in the
position since 1989 and after a most
successful 4+ years he was moving north
to warmer climes. It was time for Bruce to
experience the cold winters and periodic

Botanist at Arthur Rylah Institute for
Environmental Research to produce
predictive habitat modelling across the
mid-upper Yarra and Westernport
Catchments. This will allow for the
identification of potential habitat which
could comprise future reintroduction
sites. A re-commencement of releases of
captive-bred birds into Bunyip State Park
has not been discounted if the modelling
demonstrates that this park has the most
suitable habitat available for Helmeted
Honeyeaters outside Yellingbo.
Thank you
The reduction in work at Bunyip State
Park led to an event held at Tonimbuk
Hall on 19th May (2013), which aimed to
thank the Bunyip and Yellingbo
volunteers for all the dedicated work in
the supplementary feeding, monitoring
and radio-tracking of Helmeted
Honeyeaters. Approximately 30 volunteers
attended the event, which also served to
exchange information between the
volunteers and recovery team. The day
was highly successful and I’d like to think
that such events will be held more
frequently in the future. Many thanks to
Sue Tardif for her major role in
constructing the event.
A big thank you again for your wonderful
assistance and support.

B.Q.

floods of Yellingbo.
Waders
Unless you have
pulled on waders and
tried to walk through
the freezing, ooze grabbing, thigh depth
muddy water you may not be able to
understand some of the physical

privations that would confront Bruce on a
yearly basis. I wondered how this gentle,
very quietly spoken, keen enthusiast for
wildlife would cope with Yellingbo and its
difficulties.
Coping
Cope! Of course he did! Despite his gentle,
self effacing nature Bruce has a positive,
persistent approach to all his duties. The
demanding nature of his position has not
diminished Bruce’s efforts. Floods, a
prolonged drought and the ever present
concerns about bird welfare were never a
deterrent to Bruce. Worries about bird
relocations to Bunyip, persistent and
increasing die-back in the Yellingbo
floodplain have not daunted him.
Bruce has added to his efforts in working
for the environment by serving on the
Friends Committee for most of this time.
OAM
Testimony to the regard in which Bruce is
held, he has been awarded an OAM for his
conservation work and a Public Service
Medal for outstanding service by a state
government employee.
The job he loves
Bruce has had to curtail his field activities
to no more than 2 days per week recently,

30.000 plants
The nursery crew have been extremely
busy since the beginning of April and
have packed and sent out orders totalling
over thirty thousand plants.
Winter is a very busy time in the nursery,
while there is only a small amount of seed
sowing occurring and pricking out of
seedlings to be done, there are lots of
cuttings being prepared and lots of
cleaning up of older stock to do.

Feeders needed
Supplementary feeding of Helmeted
Honeyeaters and the associated activities
(feed station cleaning, feed bowl cleaning,
data collection, possible water provision etc)
is likely to occur at the last naturally
occurring colony at Cockatoo Swamp.
That is in addition to the reintroduction site
we are currently feeding at.
These activities will also commence at a new
reintroduction site later in 2013.
The location of the new reintroduction site is
still to be determined.
I would be grateful if anyone who would like
to assist with this work contacts me on
Bruce.Quin@depi.vic.gov.au, 59544010 or
0412576646.

due to physical difficulties caused by 20 +
years working in a hazardous environment. This ensures that he can continue
in the job that he loves. The Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater in particular, and
Victorians in general owe Bruce a HUGE
THANKYOU for his outstanding contribution to the welfare of the Helmeted
Honeyeater and its natural habitat.
R.A.

Sales area
We have also been
busy preparing our
new plant sales
area and endeavouring to keep it well
stocked.
Landcare facilitator
On Saturday the 15th of June the Friends
of the Helmeted Honeyeater hosted an
event for the Yarra Ranges Landcare
Network, organised by Landcare

Facilitator – Anne Fitzpatrick. The
representatives of the network joined a
number of the nursery volunteers and
myself in activities at the nursery, which
included the grading and sorting of
returned used plastic tubes, the division
and potting of sedges, the preparation of
cuttings and the direct seeding of
Coprosma quadrifida into tubes.
It was an enjoyable sunny morning and
the benefits to the nursery are already
paying dividends, as we begin to pot the
first of the struck cuttings.
Sliding windows
In the past few months more
improvements have been made at the

The Network
The Network is a group of ten environmental community groups, including the
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater, that
operate across the Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges.
The Yarra Ranges Landcare Network has
received a $179,500 share of the Victorian
Government’s $12 million Victorian Local
Landcare Facilitator Initiative grant
(VLLFI) to provide local Landcare support
up to June 2015. The funding is provided
for local Landcare groups to contribute to
the salaries of facilitators who will support
the work of local Landcare communities to
protect, enhance and restore our natural
environment and to work towards
becoming self-supporting.
The Friends volunteering
The Network was enabled to receive this
funding only through the commitment of
volunteers from the Friends - notably
David Howell (then President) who
volunteered the Friends to act as host &

nursery, with sliding windows installed
into the back wall of the covered work
area.
The benefits being more natural light in
the work area and also better air flow in
summer.
Still a lot to do
If you can spare an hour or two don’t
forget to come and join in the nursery
activities on Tuesdays or Thursdays
(9am=3pm), there is lots to do.
There are also still a number of Saturday
morning volunteer days for the year (1ST
Sat. of the month 9am-12noon).
M.F.

employer of the
Facilitator, and
Sue Tardif who
ably assisted
with the grant
application. As a
result of this VLLFI funding, the Network
now has Anne Fitzpatrick on board as
Facilitator on a 24-hour per week basis,
operating out of the Ranger’s house at
Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve.
A grant
Some additional funding (called a
Foundation Grant) was provided by the
State Government. The Network
Committee opted to use these funds on an
event in the Reserve - to show other
groups in the Network some of the great
achievements of the Friends, to provide
some helping hands in the Nursery, and
to say, ‘Thank you’ to the Friends.

I.P. (Network Committee)

Remember that you can also donate to the FoHH by asking for a
Community Benifits Card from your local IGA Super Market so that
0.5% of your shopping spent will be sent to the Friends

Anne Fitzpatrick
Foundation Grant Get-together
On Saturday 15 June, thirty Landcare
members and supporters gathered at the
Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve to
network, share and engage with fellow
Network members.
A beautiful Yarra Valley winter day formed
a perfect backdrop to excellent
presentations by Bruce Quin (DEPI
ornithologist) and Richard Case (Acting
President of the Friends of the Helmeted
Honeyeater).

Attendees were given a talk and a walk in
the Reserve, viewing substantial and
successful plantings undertaken by the
Friends over 24 years.
Displays were on show of the activities of
the Network and member group, and
Melbourne Water’s Waterwatch program.
Staff from Yarra Ranges Council’s
Environment Department and Port Phillip
Westernport Catchment Management
Authority attended.
Working at the Nursery
Attendees were assigned tasks in the
Friends’ Nursery under the guidance of
Nursery Manager, Michelle Faram and
Friends’ volunteers.

Potting up
Potting up and
propagation
activities provided
an informal opportunity for Network
members to chat and share, whilst being
productive! Sorting returned plant tubes
(for re-use) by shape and size proved
surprisingly challenging. The event
concluded with a lunch at local winery,
Brumfield’s in Seville, where sharing
stories and developing ideas continued.
The Yarra Ranges Landcare Network is
grateful to the Department of

Environment and Primary Industries for
sponsoring this highly successful event. It

was a great opportunity to strengthen our
Network, to encourage and promote the
work of our member groups (especially the
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater), and
to help in the Friends’ Nursery.

A special Thank you to the Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater for providing
excellent speakers on the day and for
supervising the activities so
professionally.

Thank you

A.F. (Landcare Facilitator)

The Yarra Ranges Landcare Network received a Foundation Project Grant for this
project, which is part of the Victorian Government’s $12 million Victorian Local
Landcare Facilitator Initiative to provide local Landcare support.

17th- 21st June, 2013
I discovered my passion when I was a
student at Macclesfield Primary School as
an Environmental Leader and ambassador
for the Helmeted Honeyeater. This was
when I was introduced to Yellingbo Nature
Conservation Reserve and the amazing
work that was, and still is, being done to
conserve the population of the Helmeted
Honeyeater’s.
Call Bruce
Winding forward a few years, now that I
am in Year Ten, I rang and emailed Bruce
Quin I and expressed my interest to
volunteer in assisting with the feeding of
the endangered species - The Helmeted
Honeyeaters at
Yellingbo Nature
Conservation Reserve.
I felt privileged and
enthusiastic to be
given the opportunity
to work with some
very experienced and
knowledgeable people,
I learned so much
about the local birds
and animals each
time; All this as part
of a compulsory work
experience program in the school
curriculum.
Walking around with my facts journal in
tow, I would document interesting

information about the local flora and
fauna. I soon discovered I wanted to
follow a path working with them. I am
thrilled to have witnessed two of the
Helmeted Honeyeater fledglings leave the
nest with some of the most experienced
bird observers on our voluntary team.
Over the two weeks I spent with Bruce
and his staff, I alternated between office
and field work and I gained some great
insight into the different tasks of the
people that work at DEPI.
First the office
I started off in the office doing data entry,
calculating the hours of the volunteers
that feed and monitor the Helmeted
Honeyeaters. This is
very time consuming
and now I appreciate
the amount of time
Sue and the team put
into this task. After
trying data entry, I
went onto receipts
and finances - which
I found interesting
and fairly straight
forward. The office I
was working in was
an open floor plan
and many people were hard at work on
their computers as well as taking and
receiving phone calls. It was altogether
different to what I was used to, certainly a

contrast to the classroom in which I
normally spend my weekdays.
Everyone seemed really friendly and
welcoming, and I felt as if I was part of
their clan. It was interesting to see the
various positions that people held. I
originally thought everyone did the same
thing. Discovering the different jobs and a
little bit about the passionate workers who
worked at the DEPI really inspired me and
made me feel like I had picked the right
place to do my work experience. These
first two days overall were eventful in that
I learnt so much being in a different
environment and doing different things.
Down the swamp
On Wednesday I met up with Bruce and
two others at the Giles Rd entrance to the
reserve where we went down to the swamp
to GPS some old HeHo nests from the
previous season. Imogen and I stayed on
the edge of the swamp looking out for any
Helmeted Honeyeaters we could hear and
identify who they were. On Thursday we
drove down to Mauve Site where we
located some potential release sites for

more HeHo’s. It is exciting to see the
survival and growth of the population of
this species.
Nature
I really enjoyed my walk, but I got a rude
shock when some uninvited leeches came
to join me for a bite. After a few screams
and jumps I finally managed to gain the
courage to flick them off me. It was quite
an experience but overall I enjoyed it and
it was one of the best days this week. On
Friday after feeding the HeHo’s with Bruce
in the morning, I worked from home
starting on the data entry which Sue had
set for me. One of the days was spent out
with Parks Ranger Mark where we drove
up to Mt Donna Buang, Upper Yarra Dam,
and assisted some workers installing what
appeared to be a big grate.
A great work experience
Thank you to Bruce and everyone else
who spent time making my time with
them a great work experience.
J.A.

Venue: the Staff meeting area (AV room near the Theatrette – follow
the crowd from the BBQ or meet us out the front of the Theatrette on the way through)

The HeHo BBQ will at the Robert Eadie Pavillon12 noon ask for directions at the entrance.
We will provide meat, veggie burgers, tea, coffee, bread etc. So we can cater, please
ring the office on 59 648 341 and leave a message let us know you are coming.
Please bring a salad to share, byo cups, plates cutlery etc.

All our Merchandise will be on display and available for purchase.
Pre-orders with payment welcomed. (see page 15)

A seedy lot
Quite a lot to report on, mainly seed
collection activities. We seem to have
tramped all over the Reserve but there’s
always something new to see.
We began our seed collection in January.
First we travelled to Parslows Bridge.
Here, the first target was Silver Wattle. As
we picked through it we were surrounded
by birds calling from the huge Manna
Gums above us. Spotted Pardalote, King
Parrot, White-naped Honeyeater and
Olive-backed Oriole were just some of
them. After lunch we detoured to see an
unusual white-berried form of the Tasman
Flax-Lily that Sue and Bruce pointed out
to us.
We then followed Cockatoo Creek
upstream. Highlights here were collecting
a small quantity of Heath Wattle and
seeing a pair of Satin Flycatchers and a
pair of Blue-winged Parrots which I hadn’t
seen at Yellingbo for ages.
February
The February Reveg Day followed
overnight rain after a dry spell.
A very pleasant day.
Many birds were around the Nursery
including Rainbow and Musk Lorikeets,
which seem to be more prominent at this
time of the year. We began our collection
near the Depot, moving slowly upstream
until lunchtime.
We had collected Tree Everlasting, Native
Hemp-bush, Clematis and Blackwood.
Sword-grass Brown butterflies wafted
around and young honeyeaters begged in
the tree tops.
After lunch we tried the opposite bank,
collecting Satin Everlasting. Many of the
plants on the walk were drying out so
there wasn’t much seed.
We did come across some interesting
young plants, including Elderberry Panex
and Musk Daisy-bush. I’m sure we’ll visit
them in the future.

Still collecting
The March day was
humid, still and
hot. We needed
some Twig-sedge
seed so we headed
up to Macclesfield
Creek to see what
was around,
surprising some
Eastern Grey Kangaroos on the way. We
collected some Soft Twig-sedge but most
of it had finished. We were pleased to
come across (OK, we looked) three
Helmeteds up there and spent a bit of
time getting the band codes for Bruce. It
sounds easy but it isn’t always. A male
Golden Whistler nearby didn’t help either.
After lunch we went to the opposite end of
the Reserve at Sheepstation Creek. First
we collected Bladey Grass, carefully
releasing the many Ladybirds that were in
it. Next was Swamp Daisy-bush. On the
return trip, we stopped at Parslows Bridge
where we collected Muttonwood from the
magnificent stand there.
The Brown Goshawk
In April we had a little project that had
been on the back burner for a while. We
went round to the far side of Cockatoo
Creek to tidy up an old reveg site. This
involved a water crossing which was
something out of the ordinary. In addition
to the usual bush birds we had the
company of Coots, Swamphens and Black
Ducks. As we returned a young Brown
Goshawk flew in, watching this strange
intruder.
Unseen
May was cold and still at first, becoming
sunny later. We were focussing on Hakeas
and went out to one of the roadsides we
occasionally visit. It was much busier
than usual. At least five cars and one
truck passed us in the six hours we were

there! We collected the four local species
of Hakeas and Silver-leafed Banksia.
Scarlet Robin and Buff-rumped Thornbills
called but remained unseen. After lunch
we found more Hakea and collected Black
She-oak. Under this we found some
delicate orchids growing so we had to
tread carefully. Our final tree for the day
was Broad-leafed Peppermint which we
don’t often come across.
Grey Fantail nest
June was a sunny, still day and we
continued our seed collecting. Starting
with Red Stringybark we managed to
collect quite a quantity. Along the way we
came across an old Grey Fantail nest, so
delicate with the stem tapering below the
nest. After lunch by the dam, we looked

for Silver-leafed Stringybark. After a bit of
walking we found some but not as much
as we hoped so we continued on. We
found some more at Manuka Meadows.
This extensive reveg area is starting to
look really good now. Although a bit parklike due to browsing the trees look great
and there is a lot of Manuka (lower down
the slope) and Burgan (higher up) coming
up. It looked like very interesting habitat
and would be a nice place for a prowl on a
spring day.
A poor July
In July the weather was fairly poor so we
had an indoor day doing some seed
cleaning.
R.C.

Revegetation activities are held on differing locations around the Yellingbo Reserve. Activities may
include tree planting, seed collecting or works around the Nursery or Reserve.
Meet at 10 AM at the Yellingbo' Ranger's House, 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellinbo. BYO lunch.
Most equipment is supplied. For further information call Richard Case on 9720 4062.
Nursery activities are held at the nursery (see above) They run between 9 AM and 3 PM on Tuesdays
and Thursdays with (BYO) lunch. For those who cannot make it during the week, the nursery is also
open on every first Saturday of the month (except in January, February and March). Work mainly
involves potting up of young seedlings.
For further information call our nursery manager Michelle Faram on 5964 831.
Please note: The nursery is closed on Public Holidays and days of total fire ban.

My first day and more
My first day at Yellingbo was on Saturday
14th November 2009 when I joined the
supplementary feeding program for the
Helmeted Honeyeater. This was when I
saw my first HEHO in the wild. Oh what a
day. I graduated into the Nursery &
eventually worked my way into all the
facets of Nursery Management, a
revelation. I just thought you put seeds in
& plants came up. I had never seen

cuttings and these
propagation
methods before.
OH&S issues
I became very involved in 2012 &
supported Michelle every Nursery day
including each Friday. We worked on
upgrading the layout of the nursery with
new benches.
Everything is now up off the ground,

previously it was an OH&S issue.
We had plenty of late nights with a ring
tail possum chewing on the little plants
eventually we flood lit the area. With
Bruce Quin’s input we were able to
capture and relocate the offender. The
whole thing has been a huge learning

My love of the air was born.
I obtained a Pilot’s licence in 1961. We
had our own plane for three years until I
was 21 and I then moved on to being a
sharefarmer growing wheat & oats near
Streaky Bay on the west Coast.
Sheep
My career then took me back to Yarna
Station (7000 sheep) as manager like my
father who was a manager there for 20
years. My family went there because I was
severely suffering from asthma. From
there I went on to become manager
Kokatha Station, a sheep station (14.000
heads) just south of Kingoonya, which
was a settlement on the East West
Railway.

curve for me as I had never seen possums
until coming to Victoria. I had previously
spent all my life living in South Australia
& working in the arid inland areas. In
2012 I was invited to become a committee
member & accepted.

Public Service
My introduction to the Public Service was
as an Overseer at Mount Clarence, which
was a former sheep station on the edge of
the precious stones field about 30
kilometres west of Coober Pedy, in
Outback South Australia. From there I
moved on to the pastoral property
Balcanoona on the Northern Flinders

Retirement
I retired on 28th September 2009 very
suddenly as I was offered a redundancy
package from the South Australian
Government. Within six weeks I was
redundant after being a public servant
from September 1977 (32 years). I have
always worked and it took me a good
couple of years to realise that retirement
is there to enjoy, because it does not go on
for long. But let me start at the beginning.
School
I was a Radio School student in 1953; it
was later to become School of the Air. I
attended Urrbrae Agricultural High
School, which was fun because I had lots
of different ways to go to boarding school,
like Bus/Rail & last but not least Plane
out of a place called Minnipa to Adelaide.

Ranges. It was turned into a National Park
(Gammon Ranges) and I became the first
Ranger; ‘Wow’ what a job. But after we
completed the first Aboriginal Ranger
Training programme in South Australia,
one of the three graduates was successful
in obtaining my job as Ranger in Charge!

Pilot of the National Parks
In 1987 I was moved to the mining town
of Leigh the first time I have ever lived in
town and did not like it, the silver lining
however being that I became Pilot for
National Parks, a position I held until my
retirement.
From Leigh I moved to Hawker. A huge
development was to happen at Wilpena
Pound, including an International
Airport… All these grandiose plans came
to nothing and just as we were getting
accepted and settled in to the community,
the office at Hawker was closed and again
I was moved, this time to Post Augusta.
This Regional Office was my last posting
and in those years I experienced firsthand
the Parks growing into something. Now
you can see that the future for Parks S.
Aus. looks glum and I suggest that we will
see Parks outsourced in the not too
distant future….
A medal
My flying career went on & I accumulated
13,500 hours, flying mostly in the remote
outback areas of S.A.; Dirt, airstrips &

crosswinds were the norm.
There was a lot of VIP work into & out of
the Adelaide International Airport, long
hours in all weather, day & night, on call
24/7. Fascinating particularly as the
seasons changed & the landscape
transformed from the red to green, Lake
Eyre...
I went to practically every Park Fire
throughout the state and received
recognition for my fire work in the form of
a National Medal.
A Justice of the Peace is an important
service for a lot of remote area people who
need papers signed etc. and I am fairly
proud that I have fulfilled that position for
23 years.
Not yet an epilogue
I have started my new life in Emerald &
find it exhilarating working amongst such
a diverse group of committed volunteers.
Thanks to Michelle a new chapter in my
book of life has been launched, the
epilogue still far away.
R.Y.
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To contact any of the above call the office Ph.59648341
Contact Bruce and Richard directly at:
Bruce: 5954 4010
Richard: 9720 4062
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Your contact details
Name:
_______________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________
Suburb: __________________________________________________ Postcode: _________
Daytime phone: _______________________ Mobile: _____________________________
Email:
_______________________________________
payment details see next page
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All quoted prices and stock availability are current as at date stated on previous page are subject to
change without notice. To avoid disappointment, please check with us before placing your order .
Payment options
1. By post. Please mail this form and your payment to: Att: Merchandise officer Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater PO Box 131, Woori Yallock, VIC 3139
2. Online banking. Please email or post this completed order form when paying through online
banking E: heho1@optusnet.com.au
Account name: Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Inc Running account
Bank: Bendigo Bank, Woori Yallock. BSB: 633108 Account number: 138839170
Reference field: Please write ‘Merchandise order’ AND your full name so we can identify the payee
and send your order without delay.

In 2006, Peter wrote a book entitled "Bred
to be Wild" documenting the work of the
late Des Hackett. Des was an old mate of
his and a remarkable man. He spent
almost three decades privately perfecting
breeding programs for Sugar Gliders and
the seriously endangered Leadbeater’s
Possum.
With all that has happened to the
Leadbeater’s Possum since the first

edition of "Bred to be Wild", it seems
timely for an update. The second edition
of ‘Bred to be Wild’ is exactly the same as
the first edition but with a new ‘Final
Chapter’. This new final chapter features a
guest essay from Zoos Victoria explaining
the new breeding program and a guest
essay from the Friends of the Leadbeater’s
Possum detailing the current plight of our
endangered state emblem.

For those that have already purchased a copy of ‘Bred to be Wild’ and/or those that only want a copy of the new
Final Chapter, a PDF is available free of charge. Simply email him at peter.preuss@bigpond.com and he will send
you a copy that you can print yourself. In lieu of payment a donation to the Friends of Leadbeater’s Possum via
direct debit would be appreciated:
Bank: Commonwealth Bank of Australia
Account Name: Friends of the Leadbeater’s Possum Inc; BSB: 063 689, Account Number: 10153706
To order hardcopies of the new edition, email Peter on peter.preuss@bigpond.com and he will send an invoice ($30
including postage) with the book. Being a small wine producer he also has a special combined offer of his ‘Bred to be
Wild Pinot Noir 2012’. Email Peter for more details. S.
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Nomination Form
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Friends

I (proposer’s name) ……………………………………………………………………………………
a financial member of the 'Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Inc.' hereby nominate
(nominee’s name) ……………………………………………………………………………………..
who is a member of the 'Friends' & personally known to me, for the position of
Committee person
Signature of Proposer ……………………………………………………Date ………………......
I (seconder’s name) …………………………………………………………………………………..
a financial member of the 'Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Inc.' hereby second the
nomination of this applicant who is personally known to me
Signature of Seconder ………………………………………….………..Date ………………......
I (nominee’s name) ……………………………………………………………………………………
A financial member of the 'Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Inc.' hereby accept this
nomination
Signature of Nominee ……………………………………………………Date ……………….......

Nomination forms must be returned prior to the Annual General Meeting
Send to: The Secretary Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Inc,
PO Box 131 Woori Yallock. Vic. 3139 or heho1@optus.net.au

